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Abstract
This study investigates the reasoning in selection and implementation of software

maintenance methods and tools and identifies potential barriers for successful adoption. This

is done through qualitative interviews with practitioners of software maintenance in industry

and in accordance with the existing literature. One main reason was found why a certain

maintenance tool was chosen, the usability of the tool. However, the popularity of the tool

was also a contributing factor for tool selection. Furthermore, three key issues were identified

for successful implementation and adoption of the tools: limited awareness of the tool's

availability, confusion about its intended usage, and lack of understanding on how to properly

utilize it. It is left to the practitioners and stakeholders to weigh and evaluate the significance

of the individual reasons. The study is based on empirical data collected over the four months

the study lasted and is intended to contribute to the overall knowledge of software

maintenance management, processes, and tools.

Keywords: Software Maintenance, Software Maintenance Tools, Software Evolution,

Software Maintenance Processes, Software Product Management, SonarQube.
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Wordlist
● Technical debt/Tech debt - A metaphor to describe the effect of immature artifacts on

software maintenance that contributes to short-term benefit to projects in terms of

increased productivity and lower cost, but that might have to be paid off with interest

later (Alves et al., 2016).

● Bad smells - Indicators of bad code in an object-oriented (OO) context. The bad smell

is supposed to help developers decide when software needs refactoring (Mantyla et

al., 2003).

● CI - Continuous Integration, which means frequent merging of several small code

changes into a main branch.

● Cyclomatic Complexity - McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity metric is a measure of the

maximum number of linearly independent circuits in a program control graph. One of

the primary purposes of the metric is to identify software modules that will be

difficult to test, hence, particularly interesting both for researchers and practitioners

concerned by software maintenance (Gill & Kemerer, 1991).

● DevOps - A software engineering methodology used to facilitate collaboration and

shared responsibility between software operations and development by integrating

their work. It aims to provide continuous delivery with high quality and can be a

complement to agile software development.

● Integrated Development Environment (IDE) - A software application that offers

several tools to programmers for software development directly in the environment.

Source code editor, compiler, debugger, and build automation tools are examples of

tools provided by an IDE. The toolbox differs between different IDEs.

● Bugs - Errors, flaws or faults in the design, development or operation of a software

that lead to unexpected and unwanted results or behaviors.

● Refactoring - Improving and restructuring code without changing the external

behavior.

● Regression Testing - A method within software testing that aims to test the system

when new functionality is developed. The regression tests run after every change to

deal with the emergence of old bugs when new code is introduced.

● Software Maintenance - Working with and developing a software without adding new

functionality to increase its quality.
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1. Introduction

Software systems need to evolve to stay up to date with current requirements and not lose

market share to competitors (Lehman et al., 1997). Faulty software systems cost a lot

monetary wise, are time-consuming, and can be a source of security vulnerabilities. Besides

this, customer needs are changing over time, the code base gets larger, and technology

evolves. Thereby, released software needs to evolve over time and be maintained.

Maintaining large systems is difficult, complicated, and time consuming. Adding new

features and fixing defects become more complicated as time goes by and as the software

system grows (Godfrey & Tu, 2000). A lot of software development resources are put on

maintenance, where maintenance tools are helpful for effective maintenance processes.

However, the gap between software research proposals and industry practices has been found

to be large. Research does not know how industry works with maintenance and the industry

does not follow what is suggested by research (Ferreira et al., 2021).

Several tools have been developed to make the maintenance work more effective. These tools

are more or less automated and can improve the software quality if a suitable tool is chosen

and successfully adopted. The question is why a certain tool is chosen and what barriers there

are for successful implementation and adoption? By answering this, many software systems

would live longer.
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2. Concepts

This section provides the theoretical background of the study. Firstly, the concepts of

software evolution and software quality are defined followed by a presentation of the most

commonly used software evaluation and maintenance tools of today. Lastly, the software tool

mainly focused on in this study, SonarQube, is introduced.

2.1 Software Evolution

Software systems are constantly evolving as the evolution of user requirements can not be

predicted. Delivered systems are never complete and will change and grow with time to not

get obsolete. Software evolution aims to ensure functional relevance, reliability, and

flexibility of a system. Every time a change is made, or a new piece of code is added, the

software evolves. The software evolution process can be fully manual or partially to fully

automated, depending on how much of the activities are made by human developers or

autonomous tools. Lehman (1980) linked the behavior of real-world systems strongly to the

environment in which they run, where these systems need to adapt to non-constant

requirements and circumstances in their specific environment. The eight observations are

referred to as Lehman’s Laws and predict that the need for functional change is inevitable.

Changing a software system is not a consequence of insufficient requirements analysis or

inadequate programming, but fully natural. However, a growing code base also increases in

complexity if no refactorization is made (Lehman, 1980).

Lehman’s case studies of large software systems suggest that it gets more difficult to add new

code as the system grows and that reorganizing the system design is a way of coping with this

problem (Lehman et al., 1997). Turski’s statistical analysis of Lehman’s case studies (Lehman

& Beladi, 1985) suggests that software systems grow at a slower pace as it gets more

complex and larger (Turski, 1996).

2.1.1 Architecture-Driven Modernization
Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM) is a concept presented by a task force within the

international technology standards consortium named the Object Management Group (OMG).

ADM is described as the process of understanding and evolving existing software assets for

the purpose of software improvement, modifications, interoperability, refactoring,
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restructuring, reuse, porting, migration, translation into another language, enterprise

application integration, service-oriented architecture, and Model Driven Architecture (MDA)

migration. Modernization starts when the current system and processes fail to deliver against

the requirements. The mission of the ADM task force is to develop specifications and work

towards industry consensus on modernization of software in use (Object Management Group

[OMG], 2012).

2.2 Software Maintenance

Software system quality usually degenerates as the system is subjected to changes during the

course of its lifetime, hence maintenance is a necessity. Ideally, maintenance planning should,

according to the international software maintenance standard by IEEE (2022) begin during

planning for software development. Software evolution and maintenance are characterized by

their huge cost and slow speed of implementation but all successful software needs it

(Bennett & Rajlich, 2000). For instance, Mantyla et al. (2003) states that “Microsoft uses

20% of its development effort to re-develop the code base of its products.” It is needed to

correct faults, adapt the software product to a modified environment and improve

performance.

Software maintenance is the collective term for changing, modifying, and updating software

after the system or product has been delivered. The objective of the maintenance process is

mainly to keep up with requirements derived from customers’ needs. Any successful piece of

software needs to be maintained, and over 90 % of the costs of a system typically arises in the

maintenance phase (Brooks, 1975). A system’s or product’s maintainability is a measurement

of how effective and efficient it can be modified. When proposing change to a service or

product, the information and description is called a modification request or a change request.

These requests can be classified as different types of maintenance to enable application of

problem prioritization methods, root cause analyses and failure recurrence prevention

(Swanson, 1980). Swanson (1980) divided software maintenance of a system into three

different types, based on the maintenance intentions:

● Adaptive maintenance, which is to adapt to changes in the data environment or

processing environment, i.e., keeping the software usable after delivery and in pace

with the changing environment.
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● Corrective maintenance, which is to correct processing, performance, or

implementation failures.

● Perfective maintenance, which is to perfect performance, processing efficiency, or

maintainability, as well as providing enhancements for users.

More recently, ISO/IEC/IEEE (2022) have extended this division further, by first splitting up

modifications into either a Correction or an Enhancement, to then split each classification

into subtypes of maintenance, where Adaptive maintenance can belong to both parent types.

● Correction, which is to make changes that make the software meeting defined

operational requirements.

○ Corrective maintenance, which is defined by Swanson above.

○ Preventive maintenance, which is to correct latent faults in the software after

delivery before they occur in the live system.

○ Adaptive maintenance, which is defined by Swanson above.

● Enhancement, which is to make changes that make the software meeting new

requirements.

○ Additive maintenance, which is to add functionality or features to enhance the

usage of the software after delivery.

○ Perfective maintenance, which is defined by Swanson above.

○ Adaptive maintenance,  which is defined by Swanson above.

However, ISO/IEC/IEEE (2022) highlights that the practices differ between different

organizations. For example, adaptive is not considered an enhancement in some

organizations. Each type can also be divided into “scheduled”, “unscheduled” and

“emergency”. Another alternative is to classify them as “reactive” or “proactive”

maintenance, where corrective and adaptive types fall under reactive, while preventive,

perfective, and additive count as proactive. (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2022) In general, the software

maintenance procedures followed in practice lack clear definitions. Reports show that few

organizations adopt a separate maintenance process since they struggle with distinguishing

software maintenance from software development. (Khan et al., 2001)

The three key elements of software maintenance are the people involved, the supporting

tasks, and the knowledge about the software product. These three are interrelated and

interdependent and vary in importance between different projects. The supporting tasks
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should be well defined and each task requires one or more components. A task performs a

function and supports activities of other tasks which all aim to achieve the predefined

objectives. Each task is implemented by certain methods, and the methods are supported by

human interactions and automatic tools (Khan et al., 2001). The tools will be further

described in the following section, 2.2.1 Maintenance Tools.

2.2.1 Maintenance Tools

A lot of different tools can be used for software maintenance even though all are not

specifically aimed for the maintenance process (Khan et al., 2001). Automated toolsets and

manual procedures can be used separately or combined to support the tasks but many

environments in software engineering lack functionality for successful integration and

coordination of the tools within a project (Sharon et al., 1997). This integration and

coordination of tool environments with software projects has been raised as an important

challenge by research (Khan et al., 2001).

The applicability of the tools is another critical aspect, since they must be easily adapted to

many types of projects if the maintenance process should be kept operative for a long time.

Another important aspect is that the maintenance tools must fit into the maintainers’ culture

and support the techniques and methods used by the programmer. Otherwise, the acceptance

for and the adoption of the tools can be difficult (Khan et al., 2001).

There are many different types of activities that fall under the definition of software

maintenance. Ferreira et al. (2021) mentions a few: change impact analysis, log of

modification requests, modification of code and other artifacts, program comprehension,

reverse engineering, measurement, migration, tests, training, and daily support. The

high-level software maintenance process shown in Table 2 focuses on how various tasks are

performed in the maintenance-related chain. Table 2 is a two-dimensional matrix where the

first column shows all components required for a given task. Each of the remaining columns

maps to individual tasks and their required components.
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Table 2: Applied version of tasks of Software Maintenance Process Infrastructure, Khan et al., 2001

Software Maintenance Tasks

Components
of the tasks

Maintenance
Requirements
analysis

Determination Program
comprehension

Localisation
and impact
analysis

Generating test
cases

Objectives Trigger of the
process
enactment

Examines the
technical
feasibility

Understanding
semantics and
architecture of
the software

Identifying
program
location and
ripple effects

Tests cases
defined for
proposed
changes

Sources of
input

Program
execution at the
operational
suite Real users
of the system

Requirements
specification,
knowledge on
software and its
nature and
characteristics,
organizational
policy, status of
tools and staff
ability

Source code,
Information
from original
designer and
programmers
readable from
program
documents

Requirements
specification,
source code,
class hierarchy,
function call
sequences, data
structures, data
file format

Req.spec.
sources code
function names,
variables used

Output Refined
maintenance
requirement
specification

Requesting to
filter req. spec.
termination
message,
filtered
requirements,
primary
knowledge
about the
software

Recovered
system design
artifacts,
Program
domain

Function
names,
variables
declarations

Test data,
program path
spec.

Methods Interviews,
Prototyping

Verify
requirements

Program walk
through,
Program
slicing,
Execution of
program

Program walk
through,
program
slicing,
execution of
program

Regression
testing, quality
control

Tools Not specific Cost estimation
software

Reverse
engineering,
Design
recovery,
Debugging,
Static analyser

Code analyser,
Design
recovery,
Reverse
engineering
tools

Test tools

2.2.2 SonarQube
SonarQube is the most frequently used software maintenance tool in industry with more than

85.000 organizations using it (Lenarduzzi, 2020). It is an automatic static analysis tool, which

is useful for improving internal quality attributes as code violations are revealed in a cost

efficient way since there is no need to run the program.
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Automatic static analysis tools like SonarQube can be used to automatically highlight

performance bottlenecks, identify refactoring opportunities, detect security vulnerabilities,

and bad programming practices like code smells (Marcilio et al., 2019). SonarQube analyzes

code compliance according to defined rules. If some code violates any of these rules, an

estimation of the time needed for refactoring that code is added to the technical debt. Some of

the rules are identified as “bugs”, which means that they are wrong in some way that soon

will be seen as a fault (Lenarduzzi, 2020). SonarQube claims that no false positive bugs are

expected at all and is a tool that can analyze more than 30 programming languages and be

integrated to the continuous integration (CI) pipeline and DevOps platform (SonarQube,

2023).

Static analysis is included in one of the important principles of CI called continuous

inspection. The static analysis should, together with other assessments, be done every time

the software changes. There are many benefits with using automatic static analysis tools, but

also some challenges. One challenge is the often large amount of false positive code

violations, which Johnson et al. (2013) reported to be thousands of. Another challenge is to

find the defects considered worth fixing, since developers often ignore violations as a praxis

(Wang et al., 2018).
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3. Literature

In this literature review section of the report, we will provide an overview of the most

relevant and similar works that have been conducted on the topic at hand. The main objective

of this section is to present a comprehensive analysis of the existing literature in order to

identify the key findings and limitations that have been previously reported. This review will

provide a detailed examination of the methods, results and conclusions of the most similar

works, and has been used to form the objectives and design of this study.

Software evolution and software maintenance are broad areas of research that have been

studied for more than 30 years. Lehman et al. (1980, 1985, 1987) have built the most

extensive and widespread body of research on software evolution for large, long-lived

software systems. By several case studies of large software systems, Lehman (1997) could

present his laws of software evolution, suggesting that as systems grow, the difficulty of

adding new code increases unless the overall design is reorganized. Bennett and Rajlich

(2000) made a roadmap for software maintenance and evolution by investigating how

software can be designed to easily evolve. Their work contributed to better conceptualization

of “maintainability” and how it should be measured. This allows for more effective methods

and tools for program comprehension for both code and data. They also discuss that research

makes progress regarding self-modifying systems, self-testing systems, and highly adaptive

architectures, which calls for a large scope of research in this area.

Previous work has also been done on automatic static analysis tools and how they are used in

industry. Based on research suggestions that these tools are underused, Johnson et al. (2013)

investigated why developers do not use them and how these tools could be improved.

Through interviews with 20 developers, they found that all participants thought the tools were

beneficial to use, but that the main barriers were the false positive issues and the way the

warnings were presented.

As SonarQube is the most frequently used maintenance tool, some studies have been focused

on this specific tool. Lenarduzzi et al. (2020) got in contact with some companies that were

dubious about the usefulness of the rules SonarQube proposed and investigated the

fault-proneness of these rules. They conducted an empirical study on 21 open-source projects

and applied a machine learning algorithm to label the fault-inducing commits. Based on their
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results, they suggest that the fault-prediction power of SonarQube’s own model is extremely

low and thereby suggest that companies should carefully consider which rules to apply.

According to Ferreira et al. (2021), there is a lack of understanding among researchers about

how practitioners actually perform maintenance tasks. Consequently, practitioners become

disconnected with new relevant research and researchers miss important industry

information. And ultimately, this results in collaboration difficulties due to differences

between different cultures and time perspectives. Hence, Ferreira et al. (2021) investigated

the growing gap between software maintenance theory and the practitioners performing the

maintenance tasks in practice. The results imply that more effort is needed to develop proper

tools and methods for software maintenance, particularly in change impact analysis and

software measurement.

Ferreira et al. (2021) employed survey questionnaires as a methodology to gather data from

112 software practitioners from 92 companies and 12 countries. While this approach allowed

for a broad range of information to be obtained, it did not permit a detailed examination of

the subjects. The use of quantitative methods such as survey questionnaires can lead to

limitations in data interpretation, as the respondents may interpret the questions in ways not

intended by the researcher. In contrast, the utilization of qualitative methods, such as

interviews, would permit a deeper understanding of the subjectively experienced or perceived

factors that influence the behavior, motivations, attitudes and priorities of the participants,

which may not be captured by quantitative surveys.

This research builds upon Ferreira et al. (2021) examination of the utilization of software

maintenance tools by practitioners, and how it compares to the literature. However, in this

study, the approach employed will be qualitative interviews, as opposed to the use of

questionnaires in the prior research. Similar to Ferreira et al. (2021), this study focuses on the

gap between theory and practice in software maintenance, however, this research is further

narrowed down by comparing the theory with the most frequently used maintenance tool in

practice, namely SonarQube. The comparison generates an overview of what literature

suggests regarding maintenance and what the actual practitioner is able to conduct using the

SonarQube tool. Furthermore, finding out more about the underlying reasons for choosing a

specific maintenance tool together with barriers for successful implementation and adoption

of it.
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To summarize, the most relevant and similar work will be applied in this report by:

● Comparing Johnson et al. (2013) interview findings about why automatic static

analysis tools like SonarQube are not being used. This is done by identifying barriers

for successful implementation and adoption for software maintenance tools through

qualitative interviews.

● Analyzing if Lenarduzzi et al. (2020) investigation on the fault-proneness of

SonarQube also applies in the software company studied in this case. Through

interviews the satisfaction rate of SonarQube is examined in addition to the reasoning

why or why not the tool is being used.

● Further research the gap between software maintenance theory and the maintenance

tasks in practice examined by Ferreira et al. (2021) by conducting qualitative

interviews with practitioners. As software maintenance is such a costly and critical

affair, it can be of interest for practitioners to minimize the gap to be able to develop

the optimal software product.

The limitations of the previous literature stated are synthesized into the objectives of this

report and are presented in the following section.
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4. Objectives

This research studies the selection and implementation of software maintenance techniques

and methods by investigating how developers within a certain software company approach it.

The purpose is to find underlying reasons why specific maintenance tools and methods are

chosen and identify potential barriers regarding its implementation and adoption.

Furthermore, finding out if there are any power balances within the studied organization that

affects these processes. This study can contribute to a deeper understanding of how

practitioners select and use software maintenance tools in industry today and how it aligns

with the software maintenance research.

Through qualitative interviews with people working with software maintenance, this study

aims to find key factors associated with successful implementation of methods proposed by

maintenance theory. This case study will therefore contribute to a greater understanding of

software maintenance tools used in practice and reasons why they are prioritized or not.

4.1 Research Questions

To achieve the purpose of the study, the following research questions were investigated:

Q1: What are the underlying reasons why a software maintenance tool is chosen?

Q2: What are the barriers for successful implementation and adoption of a software

maintenance tool?

Q3: How does the software maintenance process in industry compare with the process

described in literature when utilizing maintenance tools?

4.2 Delimitation

In this case study, the delimitation were as follows:

● The focus was on the selection and implementation of software maintenance tools in a

single software company. The findings of this study may not be generalizable to other

organizations or industries.

● The study only considered tools specifically designed for software maintenance,

rather than broader project management or development tools.

● The study did not examine the maintenance processes or strategies of the company,

only the tools used to support those processes.
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● The study did not consider the training of the tools by the company's employees, only

the selection and implementation process.

● The case study did not consider the financial cost or return on investment of the

selected tools.
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5. Methodology

This section describes how the study was conducted. The study was built upon a literature

review followed by a case study of how maintenance tools are selected, implemented, and

used in a software company. Thereby, the method can be described as consisting of two parts

that are interconnected and discussed to reach a conclusion.

5.1 Literature Review

The literature review allowed us to identify gaps in the existing literature and to establish the

context for our study. By comparing our results with those of similar works, we will be able

to assess the consistency of our findings and to identify any discrepancies that may need

further exploration. Ultimately, this literature review serves as a foundation for this study, and

helps to ensure that the research is well-informed and relevant to the existing body of

knowledge.

The literature was found through the search engines Scopus and Google Scholar by using the

following keywords: software maintenance, software maintenance tools, sonarqube, software

evolution, software maintenance process and software quality tools. Additional literature was

found by using literature that the literature from our search hits referred to.

5.2 Case Study

The second part is the case study that was conducted in a software company where the

external software quality evaluation tool SonarQube was used, which is the tool this study

focuses on. The case study consists of two parts, one is practical maintenance work, guided

by one of the software developers within the company, and the other part is qualitative

interviews with two employed software developers. Another interview was made with a

software maintenance researcher who also has industry experience. This respondent

contributed with an external perspective and additional insights of the subject.

5.2.1 Practical Maintenance Work

To understand how the studied organization works with software maintenance in practice and

how the automatic tools are used, one of the employed software developers showed us how it
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usually is done in their organization. The practical work with the code was performed by

focusing on one code component at the time and investigating its quality state with

SonarQube. Based on the tool’s analysis, the code components that were graded as of lower

quality could be detected and refactored. These parts contained code smells, bugs, high levels

of complexity, unused lines of code, or parts that were not covered by any test case. When

code like this was detected, we made a refactoring attempt or a general suggestion for how to

improve the code quality. Then, the software developer chose what to change and implement

or not. We only got a read license to ensure that we would not make any changes that could

harm any internal principles or practices.

After the refactorizations, the quality score provided by SonarQube was revisited, to ensure

that improvements were made. Insights into the maintenance techniques used in practice and

the subjects covered by the tools could then be used for comparison with the framework

based on research findings. The discrepancies formed a basis for the discussion and

conclusion.

This second part of the method can at first sight be interpreted as action research since we

performed practical work with the source code. However, the setting is natural and

unobtrusive since we do not control or change any variable that is studied. In this research,

the variables are the subjects covered by the maintenance tools and techniques used by the

software company, and not the actual code that we work with. Thereby, the method can be

classified as a case study that falls in the “field study” concept described by Stol and

Fitzgerald (2018). This study will consequently be realistic and aimed for contributing to a

greater understanding of software maintenance tools used in practice and on the gap between

research suggestions and industry practices. However, the results will not have any precise

measurement qualities and the findings will not be generalizable due to the inherent

limitations of this research method.

5.2.2 Interviews

Three qualitative, semi-structured interviews were conducted where some open-ended

questions were prepared beforehand, and other questions were asked based on previous

answers. The interviews opened up for these follow up questions and discussions to allow the

interviewee to share their views and to allow for a deeper understanding of the subject. The
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participants were asked beforehand to give their consent to record the interviews. All

participants gave their approval, which enabled the transcription presented in the results. The

interviewees were hand-picked based on their working or research area. Another four persons

were invited for interviews but either denied our request or did not respond.

In order to get a well-rounded understanding of the subject of software maintenance, it was

important to include a diverse range of perspectives. That is why the interviews were

conducted with three individuals who research and work with software maintenance in

different ways and at different levels. To see an overview of the respondents occupational

profession, see table 1.

The first interviewee is a researcher and teacher in software maintenance. Their academic

background and experience in teaching others about the subject provided valuable insights

into the theoretical and educational aspects of software maintenance. The second interviewee

is a team leader who manages a group of developers responsible for maintaining a complex

system. They brought a strategic perspective to the discussion, explaining how they prioritize

and plan for maintenance tasks within their organization. The third interviewee is a junior

developer who works on the front-line of software maintenance, fixing bugs and

implementing new features on a daily basis. Their hands-on experience provided valuable

insights into the day-to-day challenges and solutions of software maintenance.

Overall, the diverse perspectives of these three interviewees gave a comprehensive

understanding of the various aspects of software maintenance, and their insights were

valuable in the study.

Table 1: Interview respondents.

Respondents Professional role

Interviewee 1 Software researcher

Interviewee 2 Software developer

Interviewee 3 Software developer
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6. Fieldwork findings

This section describes the results from the case study that was made in a mid sized software

company to find out more about software maintenance work in practice and how tools are

used and viewed upon by software developers within such an organization. The results are

divided into three parts, the first part is an overview of the company examined, the second

constitutes practical maintenance work and the third part is the result generated from the

qualitative interviews.

6.1 Company overview

The following section provides an in-depth look at the anonymous software company that is

the focus of this study. The section begins by providing a general description of the company,

including its size, industry, and products or services offered. Next, the company's

organizational structure and the roles and responsibilities related to software maintenance

within the organization are explored. Finally, the company's software maintenance processes

and practices, including the tools and methods used to maintain its software, are examined.

6.1.1 Description of the company
The anonymous technology company that is the focus of this study is a medium-sized,

fast-growing company that specializes in providing delivery solutions for retail and

distribution companies. The company connects, empowers and makes delivery networks

available and smarter for its clients, which include some of the most well-known and

respected brands and market leaders in the industry. The company is based in Sweden but has

expanded to several other countries, with more than 500 employees.

The company places a strong emphasis on creating a human-centric and award-winning

culture, and believes that businesses have a key role to play in striving towards a sustainable

future. The company's culture is focused on self-leadership, trust, and empowerment. The

company's success is explained to be driven by the people who work there, and the

organization encourages everyone to lead and make a difference. The company's

communicated mission is to be part of the solution for better commerce and a better world.
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6.1.2 Organizational structure and roles related to software maintenance
The organization is flat and consists of self-leading agile teams. All teams consist of software

developers and more application and customer consultancy related together with project

management roles. Most of the teams work with delivering software solutions for customers’

supply chains, but there are also teams working with R&D and development of new services

and maintenance of existing systems. All the delivering teams work with development of

customized solutions for their customers, but do not have any dedicated software

maintenance role.

6.1.3 The company's software maintenance processes and practices
Software evolution and maintenance projects are conducted within the company, for example

software modernization in terms of migration to new architectures, protocols, and

performance optimizations. The organization has licences for the software maintenance tool

SonarQube and has ongoing processes with considering new tools to buy. Besides this, there

is a mantra for the software developers throughout the organization about leaving the code

nicer than you found it, which is commonly known as “the boy scout rule”. No explicit

specification of their maintenance process was found.

6.2 Practical Maintenance Work

The organization uses the maintenance tool SonarQube, which is the tool described in 3.4.1

SonarQube. A software developer within the studied organization taught us how to use the

tool according to how they use it. The way we got taught was by using a local instance of

SonarQube and start by looking at an overview of the different code components and their

quality grades. From here, we filtered out the ones with a lower quality grade. Out of the

components with lowest quality, we looked into one at the time.

At this stage, the tool displayed the issues found in the code together with an estimation of

the time effort it would take to fix it. The estimated time was shorter than the time it actually

took, but that was expected since we do not work with code on a daily basis. SonarQube

divided the issues into bugs, vulnerabilities and code smells. An explanation why the pointed

out code part was problematic was also provided by SonarQube, sometimes together with a

suggestion for how to fix it.
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After finding an issue to fix, we reached the component through the IDE and came up with a

fix locally. The software developer taught us that they normally make the code change on

their branch and push it to merge into the main development branch that is shared between all

the developers within the organization. From there, the code change is pushed to the test and

finally to the production environment, but there are stages of inspection in between. We did

not get into details about this process, but worth noting is that the practical work we did

included the extra step of writing a change suggestion in isolation, and then sending it to the

software developer who decided whether to implement it by fixing it in the real code project

or not.

The bugs SonarQube found were corrected, and the parts that were analyzed as too complex,

were refactored based on the theoretical principles of software quality, i.e., by unnestling

loops and methods, and reducing the coupling between classes. Furthermore, the code smells

were investigated and most of them were fixed. However, when SonarQube found code

smells that were considered as false, by being in line with the company’s principles, no action

was taken.

We found the interface to be user friendly and easy to learn. The tool started helping us

immediately and it was easy to find what we were looking for. Valuable information was easy

to find thanks to the interface.

6.3 Interviews

The following section outlines the result of the conducted qualitative interviews by first

presenting each respondent and then by summarizing the most relevant data collected from

the interviews.

6.3.1 Interviewee 1

The first interviewee, the researcher, has been working with maintenance tools and regression

testing and for the past 11-12 years. As a researcher, the main focus has been on analysis and

creation of tools rather than using them as a developer. The researchers’ main area within

software maintenance is quality testing and automated regression testing. Part of their role as

researcher is to investigate software tools that developers are using to improve their test

processes, making the testing more efficient and effective. The goal is to create tests that
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make the users better by learning from the tools and becoming more creative developers. This

is done by providing useful information and data from the tests to improve development

skills.

6.3.2 Interviewee 2

The second interviewee has a broad developer role within the software company and has

worked in the field for more than ten years. Interviewee 2 work with, among other things,

coding, software infrastructure and currently in a maintenance project. Interviewee 2 has

experience of maintenance in their current position in terms of fixing bugs, making the

software components easier to understand and other general improvements. The software

Interviewee 2 works with is an application that has been maintained for 7 years, where

Interviewee 2 has been involved in the whole lifecycle of the application and experienced the

importance of it when seeing how everything changes both inside the system and outside in

the world. A lot of work has been made to adapt to the real world and to make the application

fit to the new circumstances and requirements alongside with software development in terms

of introducing new functionality.

6.3.3 Interviewee 3

The third interviewee is employed as a software developer within the software company and

has worked full-time with development for less than a year. Interviewee 3 does not actively

work with maintenance and describes an insecurity in how to do it and what it means.

Interviewee 3 works mainly with software development in terms of developing new

functionality and fixing code that does not work as intended. Besides this, interviewee 3

creates test cases for the code and recycles methods provided by an internal library in the

company. Interviewee 3 describes that no education within software maintenance is taught in

the organization and that they have not learned any processes for maintaining the code base

or assessing the code quality. The general view from the perspective of interviewee 3 is that

the code is good as long as it works, but that interviewee 3 is curious about learning more

about software maintenance.

6.3.4 Compilation of interview findings
The following tables provide summaries of the findings generated from the three interviews

conducted in the case study. Table 3 presents the answers of questions related to the selection
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of tools, while table 4 provides the answers of questions related to the implementation and

adoption of tools. The tables are two-dimensional matrices where the first column shows all

questions asked to the corresponding research area. Each of the remaining columns maps out

the individual responses to each question.
Table 3: Interview results from selection of tools related questions

Question Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 Interviewee 3

How does the
company organize
their software
maintenance? Who
is responsible for
it?

I don’t work in a
software company.

All software
developers in the
company are
responsible for
maintenance.
Developers work
actively by acting upon
the logs provided by
the tool SonarQube for
instance.

We have a distributed
model of maintenance.

Maintenance is not
dedicated to a single
person, team or area -
we work according to
the boys scout rule
“leave things prettier
than you found them”.

From what I know, I
don’t think the
company works
particularly with
software maintenance.

I ignore the logs, I
don’t know how to
interpret them and
since the code is
working, I don’t see
the problem.

Which maintenance
tools are the
interviewee using?

Mainly two, SonarQube
and PITest.

We use both automated
and manual tools. For
automated tools we use
Dependabot and
SonarQube.

Eslint and ReSharper.

Who in the
organization is
responsible for
selection of
maintenance tools?

I think it depends on the
organization and on the
tema. Typically the most
senior employee or the
developer will be the
one proposing tools.

I think the ultimate
decision comes from the
manager, but the people
who will shape the value

It is a different story
for each tool. As far as
I know we don’t have
any specific person or
team that decides
which tools to use. We
have an open attitude
to how to do things. It
really comes down to
you and your team if
you want to use

The tool was required
in the project, so I
guess it is the Project
Manager who was
responsible for
selecting the tool.
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of the tool through the
development cycle will
be the developers.

If the managers are not
involved in the code
artifact, then I would be
surprised if they care at
all what maintenance
tool is being used, but
they might care about
which tools that
developers are happy
with.

something.

Based on our
organizational structure
we are very trusted by
the management to
know if a tool is cost
saving in the end/worth
it.

Has the interviewee
been involved in
the selection
process of a
maintenance tool in
a company?

Yes, and no. Yes, in the
way that I have
consulted about
maintenance tools for
companies, but that was
mainly in the role of a
researcher, not as a
developer - I was never
part of the development
team in a company and
made final decisions.

Yes, I was involved
when we changed a
tool. We changed from
Dependabot to another.
I don’t remember what
the other tool is called,
but it is another tool
that does the exact
same thing but more
effectively.

Follow-up question:
“Were there any
switching costs
involved?”
No, not more than the
time it took for the
person to change it,
which probably took
about one hour.

No.

Reasons for using
the specific
maintenance tool

SonarQube: Because it's
popular. It has a nice
interface. Works with
different languages.
Comprehensive
documentation. No
demanding installation.
Shallow learning curve.

SonarQube: Makes me
a better developer.
Easier to know what to
do. Helps me to avoid
making mistakes.
Saves time because you
don't have to do it
manually. More bug
knowledge than me.

Eslint and ReSharper:
It was required to use
the tool in the project,
so I have not thought
about the reason why
it was choses. Much
happens
automatically. It saves
time, but sometimes
gets wrong when it
guesses.
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The most important
criterias when
selecting tool

When I give advice, I
always try to first listen
to their needs and then
try to do an investigation
on which tool is best
suitable for their needs.

So, it always depends on
their particular need
when choosing which
tool to use.

Tools should always be
chosen from the
specific need. Not just
use industry standards
out of habit. I think that
is the most important
thing.

There are so many
different tools, some of
them might not be right
for the thing you are
doing.

I don’t know, I have
never selected a tool
by myself.

Table 4: Interview results from the adoption and implementation of tools related questions

Question Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 Interviewee 3

Reasons for
successful adoption
of tools

The tool needs to be
compatible with the
processes and tools
that the developer
already uses.

I see more and more
that a tool can show a
lot of efficiency and
effectiveness, meaning
that it can be the best
tool to make
maintenance cheaper,
but if  people are
struggling with using
and adopting it, if the
usability,
understandability,
compatibility and
comprehensiveness is
low, then engineers
will not trust it, and
then they will not use
it, so then it's not
adopted. A lot of
people overlook the
human factor of
adopting tools.

Getting people to
actually use and learn
the tool. Tools are often
a big help, but if you
don’t know how to use
them then it might stop
you more than it helps
you. Therefore, I think
if a tool has good
usability, the odds of
adopting the tool
successfully increases.

I don’t know, I don’t
use many maintenance
tools.
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Is usability important
in a maintenance
tool?

It is very important.
As I said earlier, the
barrier to start using it
has to be low to make
developers actually
start using it. For
example if you have to
do a lot of installing,
the effort may not be
worth it. I  want to be
able to use it straight
away.

Usability is really
important. If a tool is
hard to use, they are
kind of useless. We
hire a lot of newly
graduates and they
don’t know anything
about maintenance
tools because they
don’t learn them in
school, so tools need a
shallow learning curve,
otherwise they will not
be used.

That’s why SonarQube
and Dependabot is
great because they are
integrated into the
platform we already
use, and I think that is
really important.

It  is important. We
have not learned about
these tools in school
so they have to be
easy to learn.

What usability
aspects are most
important?

Shallow learning
curve and compatible
with current systems.

Easy to get started I
think, if you can get
value from the tool
from the strat without
knowing much about
the tool, that’s a good
starting point for a tool.

I don’t know.

What is the common
attitude towards
working with
maintenance?

I don’t think there is a
particular common
view on it, I think it
depends. Most likely
managers are
interested in seeing the
outcome whereas
developers are
interested in seeing the
suggestion and
learning.

Moreover, software
maintenance does not
have a clear definition.
I think that people in

I think the view of
maintenance work
differs a lot. I think
business people, people
that are further away
from the hardware and
software usually tend
to ignore it with an
attitude: “it already
works so why should
we fix it?”. But that
sometimes leads to
these types of
problems.

Personally, I think it’s

I don’t know, I have
not heard much about
it but it would be
interesting to learn
more.
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the industry have
different views on
what it is. To me,
unless you are doing a
new software from
scratch, you are going
to be maintaining the
software.

fun, but it is not a word
I think other people
connect to
maintenance. Often it
is kind of neglected as
something wasteful,
like that you put work
into something that
already works.

But for me,
maintenance is buying
us time for the future.
Take a car for example,
if you buy a car and
never service it, the
probability of the car
breaking will be higher,
and it will be a costly
affair to fix it then.
That is the point of
maintenance. I have
seen it happen in the
industry so many
times.

Personal view on
software maintenance

My view is that
maintenance is very
important because it is
more common to
evolve existing code
than creating new ones
from scratch.

Software has a life
cycle, and I think,
today especially,
successful and modern
software development
focuses much more on
creating longer lived
software. The longer
the software lives, the
less time we need to
put into creating new
software systems.

For me, maintenance is
a priority, it is very
important. If you don’t
maintain code, you can
end up with code that
you can not fix due to
lack of maintenance,
and the code becomes
useless.

It is profoundly stupid
not to do maintenance.
You have the tools to
help you which saves a
lot of time. If you
neglect it, the damage
will be huge later on
and will cost a lot of
time and resources to
fix it.

I have not worked
with it a lot, but it
would be interesting to
learn more about it.
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How well does the
tool help with the
maintenance work?

I don’t do
maintenance work
myself, I only research
and develop them.

The tools are always
just an assist, it is
something that is
supposed to help you,
hold your hand, but we
always have people
that do a second
review of the code.
That is the real value of
the maintenance tool,
for me at least, that we
have more than two
eyes on a piece of code.

I think for SonarQube
and Dependabot and
those kinds of tools,
those are about not
introducing problems
in the future - you are
stopping yourself in the
very beginning - it is
very proactive. And
that the tools do well I
think.

Have not used enough
tools to say.

Satisfaction with the
current tools used

As I don’t use them in
practice personally, I
can’t say. But I think
SonarQube has pretty
good usability.

Yes, I think most of the
tools I use are really
good. SonarQube has
helped a lot and you
actually learn a lot
from it as well. You get
a lot of comments and
information about
problems that you can
learn from. Moreover,
after solving that
problem in SonarQube
you tend to avoid
making the same
mistake again. Overall
I think it makes you a
better developer.

Have not used enough
tools to say.

Is maintenance I would say that they As said earlier, Not that I know of, we
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prioritized in the
company

usually don’t
prioritize, managers
do prioritize to have
new features and
expand the product, so
I think to me, that is
maintenance, but I can
see why they might
not see it like
maintenance.

maintenance is not
dedicated to a person,
team or an area - it is
up to each of us
developers to make
sure that it happens, we
do not have any special
requirements from top
management  about
how and when it
should happen.

have no requirement
to do it as far as I
know.

If a code works then I
don’t do anything to
change it, since it
works fine I don’t see
why we have to
change it.

Challenges in the
implementation and
adoption of
maintenance tools

For researchers, one
difficulty is not being
able to witness the
adaptation of tools in
companies' software
teams. It would
generate great usage
information about the
tool. We do control
experiments, but it is
difficult to see the
long term effect of the
tool, how it is adopted.

The challenge in the
industry is a layer of
politics. Since the tool
it's part of a bigger
organization, you can’t
just develop a tool and
not tell anyone about
it, you need to have
agreements, and it
needs to be approved,
there needs to be some
consensus in the
development team.

The challenge that I
face with tools like
SonarQube is that it is
a static analyzer, which
basically means that it
read all the code as
texts and analyzes that
based on a set of rules,
this means that some
things might not work
exactly according to
SonarQube rules, and
therefore it suggest the
wrong things.

So the biggest
challenge is that
SonarQube does not
always give good
suggestions and
therefore you start
mis-trusting it and stop
using it. I don’t know
how many times I have
ignored what
SonarQube says - it can
break things if you
accept everything that
the tool suggests.

I don’t know.

Barriers for
successful adoption
of a maintenance tool

If people are
struggling with
starting to use the tool,
due to low

Poorly performing
tools. If a tool would
fail when doing the
analysis of the code, or

I don't know.
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understandability and
steep learning curve,
then developers will
not use it and won't
adopt it. A lot of
people overlook the
human factor of
adopting tools.

updated wrong version,
that would be a big
problem. If that
happened more than
one time, I would
never use the tool
again, I would not trust
it anymore.

Cost is another barrier.
If it is a really
expensive tool then you
really have to motivate
the value it provides
for the company. I
think both SonarQube
and Dependabot are
worth it because it
saves so much time,
and the biggest cost of
a company is the cost
of an employee.
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7. Discussion

Some discrepancies between the views on software maintenance within the organization were

found in the interviews. Interviewee 2 stated that all developers within the company worked

actively with maintenance by acting upon the logs provided by SonarQube, while Interviewee

3 said that they ignored the logs since they do not know how to interpret them and why they

would need to take action on them. The logs are provided by SonarQube directly in the IDE,

which is a part of the process that we did not assess in the practical maintenance work.

Thereby, this indicates that the three different software developers work with maintenance in

three different ways.

Furthermore, Interviewee 2 stressed the importance of maintenance efforts, in line with what

Interviewee 1 said, while Interviewee 3 had almost no knowledge of the subject and put no

maintenance efforts in the daily work. Based on this lack of knowledge, together with an

expressed curiosity of the subject, one suggestion would be to share the maintenance visions

and knowledge better within the organization, and create a mandatory internal course for

educating all developers. This could increase the knowledge level and make the maintenance

work easier when sharing the efforts put on maintenance work more evenly. As stressed by

literature, maintenance is important for assuring long-lived software systems and should be

prioritized. If all developers worked with maintenance in parallel with development, for

example during the times when not having any development task to do, the software quality

would increase and the application would be better maintained without needing additional

personnel. Also, the time needed for ensuring good code quality would be lowered, if all

developers actually read the logs and took action on the presented issues right away. If the

logs are ignored and later on checked by another developer, that person first needs to get

familiar with the code component to make sure they understand it. Eliminating this step

would save time.

As stated by Interviewee 1, and also found in theory, the usability is crucial for both the

choice of the tool and the adoption of it. The tool must be easy to use and quickly show that it

helps you as a developer and get trusted enough to become a part of the developers daily

development and maintenance process. Hence, the main reason for a maintenance tool to be

chosen seems to be if the tool proves a high degree of usability since it helps users to realize

the value of the tool more quickly. Related to usability, Interviewee 1 mentions that one
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reason for selecting SonarQube was due to the tool having a good interface. A software

maintenance tool with a good interface is easy and intuitive to use, allowing users to quickly

and easily perform maintenance tasks without requiring extensive training or documentation.

A good interface will also provide clear and concise feedback to the user, informing them of

the status of their tasks and any errors or issues that may have occurred. Overall, a good

interface for a software maintenance tool should enable users to effectively and efficiently

perform their tasks, without getting in the way or requiring a steep learning curve. Hence, a

good interface improves the usability of a maintenance tool and most likely raises the odds

for it to be selected.

Furthermore, both Interviewee 1 and 2 emphasized the advantageous attribute that

SonarQube was compatible with their existing software systems. The tool was completely

integrated in their current platforms. When a software maintenance tool is compatible with an

existing software system, it means that the tool is able to access and modify the necessary

files and components of the system in order to perform the maintenance tasks. In order for a

maintenance tool to be compatible with a software system, it must be designed to work with

that specific system, or at least with a similar system that uses the same or similar

technologies. This implies that high compatibility with a wide range of different software

systems might also be a crucial factor for a tool to be chosen.

The fact that tools are selected due to being an industry standard and popular among

developers was also discussed during the interviews. Interviewee 1 mentions that this was

indeed one of the reasons why they started using SonarQube in the first place, due to its

popularity. In contrast, Interviewee 2 emphases that a tool should never be chosen because it

happens to be the industry standard, it should be because it fulfills a certain need. Hence, the

selection of tools should be based on what kind of maintenance tasks the user is in need of,

and not what others are using. This was mentioned later by Interviewee 1 as well. When

consulting firms on tool selection, Interviewee 1 always recommends tools based on the need

of the company after doing an investigation. However, it is noteworthy that in selecting

SonarQube, Interviewee 1 personally started using the tool due to its popularity as mentioned

earlier. This contradicts the researcher's own recommendation to others. Hence, this might be

proof that a widespread usage of a tool might be an underlying reason why it is selected.
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The barriers for successful implementation and adoption identified in the empirical data are

as follows: low usability, steep learning curve, high price of the tool, and lastly, poorly

performing tools in terms of too many bad recommendations and failings.

Bad recommendations may harm its trustworthiness and in turn lead to not being used. This

was particularly stressed by Interviewee 2 who stated that SonarQube sometimes makes

recommendations that are so bad it could even destroy code if one would accept it.

Interviewee 2 emphasized the importance of considering the tool as an aid for the developer,

providing an additional perspective on the code, but ultimately the final decision regarding

actions to be taken rests with the developer. Additionally, the tool can also be helpful in the

sense of making maintenance prioritized by reminding developers of fixing issues and bugs

when automatically generating logs during the development process.

Interviewee 1 mentions that an important discovery in their research is the neglection of the

human factor. The research showed that even though a tool could show more efficiency and

effectiveness than other tools, meaning it could ultimately decrease maintenance costs, it was

still no guarantee for successful adoption of the tool. If developers were struggling with using

the tool due to poor usability and understandability, then the software engineers would not

trust it. This leads to the maintenance tool not being used and therefore, not adopted.

Interviewee 1 emphasized that the human factor is often overlooked.

The learning curve of maintenance tools is another aspect discussed by the respondents. A

shallow learning curve is generally more user-friendly and easier for people to pick up and

use without a lot of training or experience. On the other hand, a product with a steep learning

curve may require more time and effort to master, but may also offer more advanced features

and functionality. According to Interviewee 2 and 3, software maintenance tools are not

typically taught in educational settings. This means that newly graduates employed by

software companies lack the basic knowledge of maintenance tools which may lead to

difficulties in adopting tools that are not user-friendly. By reviewing the literature and the

empirical data of this study, successful implementation and adoption of a maintenance tool is

more likely to occur when the learning curve of the tool is shallow.

As found by previous research, there is a gap between research suggestions and industry

practices regarding maintenance efforts. What is found in this study is a knowledge gap and a
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usage of tools gap between two software developers within the same company. On the one

hand, this seems natural and inevitable, as knowledge sharing never can or should reach 100

percent within an organization since different people should have expertise within different

areas depending on their function and interests. On the other hand, this seems troublesome, as

Interviewee 2 describes that everyone works with maintenance in the way they describe,

which differs from how the practical work was taught, and how Interviewee 3 describes their

work. The practical maintenance work was taught by another developer in a different way,

while still using the same tool, SonarQube. Interviewee 3 showed a close to total lack of

knowledge within maintenance, and did not know any way they worked with it in their day to

day work, which contradicts the way of working with maintenance described by Interviewee

2.

As literature mentions, the applicability of tools is critical in terms of its adoption.

Maintenance tools must be easy to use in different types of projects and correlate with the

user's working culture, supporting the techniques and methods already used by the developer.

This view of the applicability stressed by literature does align to some extent with the view of

the practitioners interviewed. Interview 1 mentions that SonarQube is easy to use since it

works with multiple different program languages, has comprehensive documentation and

interface without any demanding installation process. This implies that SonarQube is quite

applicable to the way they are already working with maintenance. Moreover, Interviewee 2

emphasizes that the ability to integrate SonarQube to their platform was particularly

important for its adoption. Hence, integration facilitates the applicability of a maintenance

tool.

A main concern is however that organizations seldom adopt a separate maintenance process

because they struggle with distinguishing software maintenance from software development.

We have seen several initiatives from research and software standards organizations towards

better defined maintenance processes. One suggestion to software developing organizations is

thereby to imitate, and work with defining separate maintenance processes to ensure that all

developers contribute to the maintenance work and that the software systems are maintained

in the way the management wants. As research testifies that the maintenance practices differ

between different organizations and that different parts become more or less important in

different projects, it is difficult to define a single, ultimate process for maintenance. The work
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to be done is rather to clearly define the objectives and the building blocks to allow for

customization but avoid absence of maintenance work and tools.
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8. Conclusions

This study aimed to answer the research questions presented in 4.1 Research Questions.

Based on the discussion of the findings, this section presents the conclusions for each

research question.

Q1: What are the underlying reasons why a software maintenance tool is chosen?

One of the underlying reasons why a specific tool was chosen were found to be the usability

of the tool. It was found to be important for the developers to quickly see how the tool helps

and that the tool was easy to start working with. Another underlying reason seems to be the

popularity of the tool. If a tool is well known and used by many, it is more likely to be

chosen. However, this is not a valid reason according to research and developers in industry,

since it should rather be chosen based on the needs.

Q2: What are the barriers for successful implementation and adoption of a software

maintenance tool?

According to our findings, one barrier for successful implementation and adoption of a tool is

lack of knowledge about the awareness of the tool, that it should be used, and how it should

be used. The tools an organization wishes to implement need to be carefully communicated

and teached to all developers to enable proper adoption. As stressed by previous research, it

is important to distinguish between software development and software maintenance and

define separate processes for software maintenance work. Since different parts of

maintenance are important for different software, this must be customized and defined for

each software project. These processes should also include a specification of which tools to

use and how to use them to assure a proper adoption.

Q3: How does the software maintenance process in industry compare with the process

described in literature when utilizing maintenance tools?

As previously stated in literature, there is a gap between research suggestions and industry

practice for software maintenance in general. In this study, three different ways of practicing

maintenance work were found from instructions or interviews with three software developers

within the same company. Thereby, all studied developers worked with maintenance in

different ways and we assume that even more different approaches would be found if more

developers would be studied. One of the interviewees expressed that they did not work with
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maintenance at all, and did not know much about the subject. This contradicts the research

suggestions about making maintenance work a top priority to reduce the complexity of the

systems, enable continuous growth, and sustainable evolvement of long-lived systems.

9.1 Recommendations for the company

Based on the findings from the interviews and literature insights, implications for the

company of this case study are generated in this subsection.

Everyone in the organization working with code is responsible for performing maintenance

tasks on the software. However, the view of the maintenance process differed depending on

who we talked to in the organization. One viewed maintenance as an absolute necessity to

avoid unusable code in the future, leading to huge time and monetary expenses. Another in

the company nearly never performed maintenance tasks, and rarely used the maintenance

tools when doing them. This discrepancy was identified as one of the main barriers for

successfully adopting maintenance tools as stated in the previous section.

Reasons for lack of knowledge about maintenance processes might be due to than in the flat

organization structure, everyone is free to work in a way that best fits them, without any

specific commands for how to work with maintenance. Hence, the first recommendation is to

highlight the importance and value of performing maintenance tasks throughout the company.

This can be done by providing regular training sessions on the benefits and best practices of

maintenance, setting clear guidelines and expectations for maintenance within the company,

and recognizing and rewarding individuals or teams who consistently perform maintenance

tasks effectively. Additionally, incorporating maintenance metrics into performance

evaluations and setting up a dedicated maintenance team or assigning specific maintenance

responsibilities to certain team members can also help to ensure that maintenance is being

performed consistently and effectively across the organization. Another way of working

towards a more consistent maintenance process is by using an incentive inducing tool, such

as the gamification platform Quboo (Quboo Docs, 2021). This tool aims to make software

tasks fun by turning them into a game. The user gets scores when performing tasks such as

fixing SonarQube issues and improving the software quality. One idea could thereby be to

investigate whether this tool would be a successful addition in this organization.
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In the selection process of software maintenance tools, the usability of the tools was

identified as the primary criterion for selection. Therefore, it is recommended that the

company continue to rely on developers as the primary selectors of tools. As developers are

the primary users of these tools in their daily work, they are best equipped to evaluate the

usability of the tools and make informed decisions. However, as there is a risk of developers

selecting tools based on industry standards and popularity rather than their specific needs, it

is important to implement a robust evaluation process that includes a thorough examination

of the tools’ functionalities and a review of their alignment with the organization’s and

projects’ specific requirements. This can be achieved by involving a cross-functional team of

developers, project managers, and IT professionals in the selection process and conducting a

thorough evaluation of the tools based on predefined criteria such as cost-effectiveness,

scalability, and flexibility. Furthermore, it is important to periodically review the tools to

assess their continued relevance and effectiveness, as technology and requirements change

over time.

The company frequently hires newly graduated developers, and as reported by the

interviewees, these individuals often possess limited experience in software maintenance.

This has resulted in a lack of utilization of maintenance tools among these employees. To

address this issue, the implementation of workshops for newly hired employees to familiarize

themselves with software maintenance tools may be an effective method of increasing the

adoption of these tools within the organization. By providing hands-on training and

experience with the tools, newly hired employees will be better equipped to utilize them in

their daily work, leading to a reduction in maintenance costs in the long term. This is of

paramount importance given that software maintenance is a costly but necessary aspect of

software development and the software lifecycle. The utilization of maintenance tools can

significantly reduce the time and resources required for maintenance activities.

Lastly, it would be interesting to analyze whether it would be beneficial to have dedicated

software maintenance professionals within the delivery teams to ensure that the software is

successfully maintained. Another interesting discussion would be to formalize the

developers’ responsibility to include some percentage of maintenance activities. For example,

all developers should aim for 50 % of their time being spent on quality assurance and

software maintenance work. Worth noting is that the company does not have any troubles

with growing and evolving their code base today, which indicates that their maintenance
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processes work fine. However, the risk with vaguely defined maintenance processes is that

the effects are shown in the future, when it is too late to do any efforts due to the built-in

complexity. That captures the whole concept of maintenance, as the approach of “as long as

the functionality works, the code is fine '', is dangerous. If the technical debt continously

increases, the code eventually is forced to be eliminated or modernized through complex and

costly projects, when the situation could have been avoided by continous refactoring. The

boy scout rule seems to be known and adopted by all developers within the company, which

indicates that all software developers actually work with maintenance to some degree.

Interviewee 3 might in fact spend more time on maintenance efforts than they actually

believe. What so ever, it would not hurt to be better educated in what maintenance really is

and why it is important. Furthermore, to make use of the tools they pay for and gain the

profits yielded of using them. There is a reason why licensed tools are bought, but it will be a

costly and unprofitable affair if they are paid for but not used.

9.2 Future Research
This research only studied a few software developers within the same company. Future

research could be conducted on a larger scope in terms of more developers and/or more

companies to get a better understanding and allow for more statistically significant results.

This study has too few data points to allow for any discussion of statistical significance, but

rather contributes with a sample that opens up for future work. Besides future research on

software maintenance tools selection and implementation, more research is needed in how to

develop successful maintenance processes, where the maintenance tools play a natural part.

Action research on this topic could be suitable to be able to try out and evaluate process

development models in industry. By doing it in a real world context, it could contribute to

bridge the gap between software research and practices in industry.

9.3 Threats to Validity

There are several threats to the validity of the study. One threat is that we only had a limited

amount of time to conduct the research and therefore may not have been able to go as broad

as we would have liked. This could mean that we may not have been able to interview a

representative sample of people, which could lead to a biased view of the topic.
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Another threat to the validity of the study is that we only interviewed a few people. While it

is not necessarily a problem to interview a small number of people, it could mean that our

findings may not be generalizable to the wider population of software developers and

maintenance professionals. Additionally, the fact that we only interviewed people from one

software company could also limit the generalizability of our findings. However, since this is

a case study, it is to be expected.

Finally, the fact that we only interviewed one software maintenance researcher and two

software developers could also be a threat to the validity of our study. While these individuals

may have valuable insights and experiences, they may not be representative of the wider

software maintenance community.

It is important to consider these threats to the validity of the study and to try to address them

as much as possible in our analysis and conclusion. This can help to ensure that the study is

as accurate and reliable as possible.
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